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SUMMARY
Aerodynamic data from NASA Ames Research Center's 11-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel
are plotted for the I/8-scale X-29A forward-swept wing aircraft model. Eleven
configurations were tested to provide supplemental data to investigate single sur-
face failure modes, complex nonlinearities, and model buildup.
These data can be used for control system refinements, pilot training, flight
planning, and aerodynamic model validation. Data are presented as corrected wind
tunnel data without analysis to document results that are being used for the aero-
dynamic model.
INTRODUCTION
The X-29A aircraft is a research vehicle that is scheduled to be used for a
manned flight demonstration of forward-swept wing technology. Program objectives
include advances in aerodynamic, structural, and flight control technologies. This
aircraft can provide new design options for future military and commercial aircraft.
In May 1982, a wind tunnel test (number 538-1-11) was conducted in the NASA
Ames Research Center's ll-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel (ref. I). This test provided
an aerodynamic baseline data set for the X-29A aircraft. To supplement these data,
a second test was conducted in July 1983 in the same wind tunnel. A I/8-scale X-29A
model was used for both of these tests (ref. 2). Wind tunnel corrections for both
tests are identical.
This report documents the second wind tunnel test, number 577-1-11. Pertinent
simulation packages and corresponding technical publications tests are detailed in
the appendix. Configurations in test 577-I-11 included single control surface
failure modes in the flaps, canards, and strakes, and nonlinearities in sideslip and
high-angle-of-attack characteristics. Additional information on model buildup was
also obtained. These data will be used for control system refinements, pilot
training, flight planning, and aerodynamic model validation. Data are presented as








angle of attack, deg
angle of sideslip, deg
buttock line
drag coefficient, stability axis
lift coefficient, stability axis

















pitching momentcoefficient, body axis
yawing moment coefficient, body axis
side force coefficient, body axis
canard deflection, deg (both left and right in
unison
left canard deflection, deg
right canard deflection, deg
flap deflection, deg
left inboard flap deflection, deg
right inboard flap deflection, deg
left outboard flap deflection, deg




wind tunnel run number
waterline
MODEL CONFIGURATIONS
Changes in inboard flap, outboard flap, or rudder deflection were considered to
be new configurations. The II designated configurations tested are shown on
table I. Configurations 1 through 9 are for aerodynamic data, and configurations I0
and II are for model buildup. Independent external control of the model's left and
right canards allowed symmetric or asymmetric deflections, or both, during each wind
tunnel run. All other control surfaces required stopping the tunnel and manually
changing the model.
DATA PRESENTATION
All of the figures in this report are grouped according to configuration. The
figure number and corresponding configuration, along with the test conditions, are
presented in table 2. The run numbers are as specified in wind tunnel test number
577-I-11. For each figure there is an (a), a (b), and a (c) part for one set of
wind tunnel runs. The (a) figures contain the llft coefficient (CL) vs. angle of
attack (ALPHA) or rolling moment coefficient (CLL) vs. angle of sideslip (BETA)
plots; the (b) figures contain the drag coefficient (CD) vs. CL or yawing moment
coefficient (CLN) vs. BETA plots; and the (c) figures contain the pitching moment
coefficient (CLMS) vs. CL or side force coefficient (CYS) vs. BETA plots. All
moments are about fuselage station (FS) 454.27, waterline (WL) 66 and buttock
2
line (BL) O. Aircraft reference wing area, span, and chord were 17.196 m
(18ft2), 8.294 m (27 ft), and 2.200 m (7 fc), respectively.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Aerodynamic data from NASA Ames Research Center's 11-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel
are presented for the I/8-scale X-29A forward-swept wing aircraft model. This test,
number 577-I-11, was conducted to provide supplementary data to investigate single
surface failure modes and complex nonlinearities. Information on model buildup are
also presented.
These data can be used for control system refinements, pilot training, flight
planning, and aerodynamic model validation.
Ames Research Center
Dryden Flight Research Facility
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Edwards, California 93523, June 21, 1983
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APPENDIX - SIMULATION PACKAGES AND TESTS
This report documents the basic force and moment used to supplement the AER05
and AER06 simulation packages. A brief discussion of simulation packages is given
below.
AERO 3: This simulation package is dated Oct. 11, 1982 (ref. 3). The data
analysis and wind tunnel results are from an early design and have subse-
quently been corrected for the current design. The trimmed and linearized
derivatives have been previously presented (ref. 4).
AERO 4: This simulation package is dated Sept. 19, 1983 (ref. 5). These data use
wind tunnel test results from the current configuration in normal
operations.
AERO 4A: This is a Mar. 30, 1984 revision (ref. 6) to AERO 4.
AERO 5: This simulation package is dated Dec. 9, 1983 (refs. 7 and 8). These data
detail the flexible, nonlinear aerodynamic math model for canard and
strake failure modes.
AERO 6: This simulation package (ref. 9) is dated Apr. 4, 1984. These data detail
the flexible, nonlinear aerodynamic math model for flaperon, canard, and
strake failure modes.
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Figure l(a). CL vs ALPHA
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Figure 1(b). CD vs CL






























Figure 1(c). CLMS vs CL
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Figure 2(a). CL vs ALPHA
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Figure 2(b). CD vs CL
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Figure 2(c). CLMS vs CL
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Figure 3(a). CL vs ALPHA
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Figure 3(b). CD vs CL
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Figure 3(c). CLMS vs CL
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Figure 4(a). CL vs ALPHA
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Figure 4(b). CD vs CL
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Figure 4(c). CLMS vs CL
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Figure 5(a). CL vs ALPHA
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Figure 5(b). CD vs CL
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Figure 5(c). CLMS vs CL
Configuration 1, MACH : 0.6
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Figure 6(a). CLL vs BETA
Configuration 1, MACH = 0.6, ALPHA = 10
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Figure 6(b). CLN vs BETA
Configuration 1, MACH = 0.6, ALPHA = 10
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Figure 6(c). CYS vs BETA
Configuration I, MACH = 0.6, ALPHA : 10
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Figure 7(a). CLL vs BETA
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Figure 7(b). CLN vs BETA
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Figure 7(c). CYS vs BETA
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Figure 8(a). CLL vs BETA
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Figure 8(b). CLN vs BETA
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Figure 8(c). CYS vs BETA





















































Figure 9(b). CD vs CL
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Figure 9(c). CLMS vs CL
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Figure lO(a). CL vs ALPHA
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Figure 10(b). CD vs CL





































Figure 10(c). CLMS vs CL
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Figure 11(a). CL vs ALPHA
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Figure ll(b). CD vs CL























Figure 11(c). CLMS vs CL
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Figure 12(a). CLL vs BETA
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Figure 12(b). CLN vs BETA
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Figure 12(c). CYS vs BETA
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Figure 13(a). CLL vs BETA
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Figure 13(b). CLN vs BETA
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Figure 13(c). CYS vs BETA




































Figure 14(a). CLL vs BETA
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Figure 14(b). CLN vs BETA
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Figure 14(c). CYS vs BETA
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Figure 15(a). CL vs ALPHA, DCR = O,












































Figure 15(b). CD vs CL, DCR = O,












































Figure 15(c). CLMS vs CL, DCR = O,
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Figure 16(a). CL vs ALPHA, DCR = O,
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Figure 16(b). CD vs CL
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Figure 16(c). CLMS vs CL
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Figure 17(a). CL vs ALPHA, DCR = O,
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Figure 17(b). CD vs CL, DCR = O,
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Figure 17(c). CLMS vs CL, DCR = O,
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Figure 18(a). CL vs ALPHA
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Figure 18(b). CD vs CL
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Figure 18(c). CLMS vs CL
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Figure 19(a). CLL vs BETA, DCR = O,


























Figure 19(b). CLN vs BETA, DCR = O,
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Figure 19(c). CYS vs BETA
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Figure 20(a). CLL vs BETA, DCR = O,
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Figure 20(b). CLN vs BETA, DCR = O,
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Figure 20(c). CYS vs BETA, DCR = O,
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Figure 21(a). CLL vs BETA, DCR = O,
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Figure 21(b). CLN vs BETA, DCR = O,
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Figure 21(c). CYS vs BETA, DCR = O,
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Figure 22(a). CLL vs BETA, DCR = O,
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Figure 22(b). CLN vs BETA, DCR = O,
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Figure 22(c). CYS vs BETA, DCR = O,
















































Figure 23(a). CLL vs BETA, DCR = O,
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Ftgure 23(b). CLN vs BETA, DCR = O,
Configuration 1, ALPHA = 11, HACH = 1.2
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Figure 23(c). CYS vs BETA, DCR = O,
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Figure 24(a). CLL vs BETA, DCR = O,




































Figure 24(b). CLN vs BETA, DCR = O,



























Figure 24(c). CYS vs BETA, DCR = O,
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Figure 25(a). CLL vs BETA
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Figure 25(b). CLN vs BETA
Configuration 1, MACH : 0.9, DC = 0
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Figure 25(c). CYS vs BETA







































CL vs ALPHA, DS = O,
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Figure 26(b). CD vs CL, OS = O,
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Figure 26(c). CLMS vs CL, DS = O,
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Figure 27(a). CL vs ALPHA, DS = 5,
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Figure 27(b). CD vs CL, DS : B,
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Figure 27(c). CLMS vs CL, DS : 5,


















CL vs ALPHA, DS = 5,
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Figure 28(b). CD vs CL, DS : 5,
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Figure 28(c). CLMS vs CL, DS = 5,
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Figure 29(a). CL vs ALPHA, DS = -5,
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Figure 29(b). CD vs CL, DS = -5,
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Figure 29(c). CLMS vs CL, DS = -5,
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CL vs ALPHA, DS = -5,Figure 30(a).
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Figure 30(b). CD vs CL, DS = -5,
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Figure 30(c). CLMS vs CL, DS : -5,
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Figure 31(a). CL vs ALPHA, DS : I0,
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Figure 31(b). CO vs CL, DS = 10,
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Figure 31(c). CLMS vs CL, DS = I0,
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CL vs ALPHA, DS = 10,
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Figure 32(b). CD vs CL, DS = 10,
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Figure 32(c). CLMS vs CL, DS = 10,
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Figure 33(a). CL vs ALPHA, DC = O,
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Figure 33(b). CD vs CL, DC = O,
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Figure 33(c). CLMS vs CL, DC = O,
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Figure 34(a). CL vs ALPHA, DC = O,
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Figure 34(b). CD vs CL, DC = O,
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Figure 34(c). CLMS vs CL, DC = O,
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Figure 35(a). CLL vs BETA, DS = 10,
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Figure 35(b). CLN vs BETA, DC = 10,
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Figure 35(c). CYS vs BETA, DC = 10,
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Figure 36(a). CLL vs BETA, DS = 10,
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Figure 36(b). CLN vs BETA, DS = I0,
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Figure 36(c). CYS vs BETA, DS : I0,
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Figure 37(a). CLL vs BETA, DS = 10,





























Figure 37(b). CLN vs BETA, DS = 10,
Configuration 2, MACH = 0.6
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Figure 37(c). CYS vs BETA, DS = 10,
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Figure 38(a). CLL vs BETA, DS : 10,























Figure 38(b). CLN vs BETA, DS = I0,































Figure 38(c). CYS vs BETA, DS = 10,
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Figure 39(a). CLL vs BETA, DS : 10,
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Figure 39(b). CLN vs BETA, DS = 10,


























Figure 39(c). CYS vs BETA, DS = I0,












































Figure 40(a). CLL vs BETA, DS = I0,
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Figure 40(b). CLN vs BETA, DS = 10,
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Figure 40(c). CYS vs BETA, DS = 10,
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Figure 41(a). CL vs ALPHA, DS = 10,
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Figure 41(b). CD vs CL, DS = 10,
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Figure 41(c). CLMS vs CL, DS = 10,
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CL vs ALPHA, DS = 10,
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Figure 42(b). CD vs CL, DS = 10,



















Figure 42(c). CLMS vs CL, DS = 10,
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Figure 43(a). CL vs ALPHA, DS = -5,
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Figure 43(b). CD vs CL, DC = O,
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Figure 43(.c). CLMS vs CL, DS = -5,
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Figure 44(a). CL vs ALPHA, DS = -5,
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Figure 44(b). CD vs CL, DS = -5,
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Figure 44(c). CLMS vs CL, DS = -5,
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Figure 45(a). CL vs ALPHA, DS = 5,












































Figure 45(b), CD vs CL, DS = 5,
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Figure 45(c). CLMS vs CL, DS = 5,
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Figure 46(a). CL vs ALPHA, DS = 5,
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Figure 46(b). CD vs CL, DS = 5,






































Figure 46(c). CLMS vs CL, DS : 5,
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Figure 47(a). CL vs ALPHA, DS = O,
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Figure 47(b). CD vs CL, DS = O,
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Figure 47(c). CLHS vs CL, DS = O,
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Figure 48(a). CL vs ALPHA, DC = O,
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Figure 48(b). CD vs CL, DC : O,
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Figure 48(c). CLMS vs CL, DC = O,
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Figure 49(a). CL vs ALPHA, DC = O,
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Figure 49(c). CLMS vs CL, DC = O,
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Figure 50(a). CL vs ALPHA
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Figure 50(b). CD vs CL






























Figure 50(c). CLMS vs CL
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Figure 51(a). CLL vs BETA
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Figure 51(b). CLN vs BETA
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Figure 51(c). CYS vs BETA
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Figure 52(a). CLL vs BETA
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Figure 52(b). CLN vs BETA
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Figure 52(c). CYS vs BETA
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Figure 53(a). CLL vs BETA
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Figure 53(c). CYS vs BETA
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Figure 54(a). CLL vs BETA
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Figure 54(b). CLN vs BETA
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Figure 54(c). CYS vs BETA
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Figure 55(a). CL vs ALPHA
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Figure 55(b). CD vs CL






































Figure 55(c). CLMS vs CL
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Figure 56(a). CL vs ALPHA
















































































Figure 56(c). CLMS vs CL
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Figure 57(b). CD vs CL
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Figure 57(c). CLMS vs CL
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Figure 58(a). CL vs ALPHA
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Figure 58(b). CO vs CL
Configuration 5, BETA = O, DC = 0
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SYMBOL RUN MRCH
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Figure 58(c). CLMS vs CL
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Figure 59(a). CLL vs BETA
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Figure 59(b). CLN vs BETA
Configuration 5, ALPHA : 10, MACH = 0.6
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Figure 5g(c). CYS vs BETA
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Figure 60(a). CLL vs BETA
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Figure 60(b). CLN vs BETA
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Figure 61(b). CLN vs BETA
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Figure 61(c). CYS vs BETA
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Figure 62(a). CLL vs BETA
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Figure 62(b). CLN vs BETA













Figure 62(c). CYS vs BETA
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Figure 63(a). CL vs ALPHA
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Figure 63(b). CD vs CL
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Figure 63(c). CLMS vs CL
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Figure 64(a). CL vs ALPHA
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Figure 64(b). CL vs ALPHA
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Figure 64(c). CLMS vs CL
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Figure 65(a). CL vs ALPHA
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Figure 65(b). CD vs CL




























Figure 65(c). CLMS vs CL
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Figure 66(b). CD vs CL
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Figure 66(c). CLMS vs CL
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Figure 67(a). CLL vs BETA
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Figure 67(b). CLN vs BETA
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Figure 67(c). CYS vs BETA
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Figure 68(a). CLL vs BETA
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Figure 68(b). CLN vs BETA
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Figure 68(c). CYS vs BETA

























Figure 69(a). CLL vs BETA
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Figure 69(b). CLN vs BETA
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Figure 69(c). CYS vs BETA













Figure 70(a). CLL vs BETA
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Figure 70(b). CLN vs BETA
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Figure 70(c). CYS vs BETA
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Figure 71(a). CL vs ALPHA
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Figure 71(b). CD vs CL









































Figure 71(c). CLMS vs CL
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Figure 72(a). CL vs ALPHA
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Figure 72(b). CD vs CL
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Figure 72(c). CLMS vs CL
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Figure 73(a). CL vs ALPHA
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Figure 73(b). CD vs CL
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Figure 73(c). CLMS vs CL
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Figure 74(b). CD vs CL
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Figure 74(c). CLMS vs CL
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Figure 75(a). CL vs ALPHA
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Figure 75(b). CD vs CL
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Figure 75(c). CLMS vs CL
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Figure 76(a). CL vs ALPHA
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Figure 76(b). CD vs CL
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Figure 77(a). CLL vs BETA
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Figure 77(b). CLN vs BETA
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Figure 77(c). CYS vs BETA
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Figure 78(a). CLL vs BETA
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Figure 78(b). CLN vs BETA
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Figure 79(a). CLL vs BETA
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Figure 79(b). CLN vs BETA
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Figure 79(c). CYS vs BETA
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Figure 80(a). CLL vs BETA
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Figure 80(b). CLN vs BETA
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Figure 80(c). CYS vs BETA
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Figure 81(a). CLL vs BETA
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Figure 81(b). CLN vs BETA
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Figure 81(c). CYS vs BETA
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Figure 82(a). CLL vs BETA
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Figure 82(b). CLN vs BETA
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Figure 83(a). CL vs ALPHA
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Figure 83(b). CD vs CL
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Figure 83(c). CLMS vs CL
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Figure 84(b). CD vs CL
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Figure 84(c). CLMS vs CL
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Figure 85(a). CL vs ALPHA
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Figure 85(b). CD vs CL
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Figure 85(c). CLMS vs CL
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Figure 86(a). CL vs ALPHA
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Figure 86(b). CD vs CL
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Figure 86(c). CLMS vs CL
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Figure 87(a). CLL vs BETA









Figure 87(b). CLN vs BETA
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Figure 87(c). CYS vs BETA
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Figure 88(a). CLL vs BETA
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Figure 88(b). CLN vs BETA
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Figure 88(c). CYS vs BETA
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Figure 8g(a). CLL vs BETA
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Figure 89(b). CLN vs BETA
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Figure 8g(c). CYS vs BETA
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Figure 90(a). CLL vs BETA
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Figure 90(b). CLN vs BETA
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Figure 90(c). CYS vs BETA
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Figure 91(a). CL vs ALPHA
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Figure gl(c). CLMS vs CL
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CL vs ALPHA
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Figure 92(b). CD vs CL
Configuration 11, BETA = 0
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